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The main diseases that affect roses in this area are powdery mildexvf and occa-

sionally rust. Both diseases can be controlled with Benlate. Always follow

the manufacturer's label directions carefully when using any type of chemical

spray. Roses planted in uncrowded, sunny spots ^^7ith good air circulation

around and through them will be much less susceptible to disease. Keeping the

foliage dry will also help prevent disease problems.

Roses benefit greatly from mulching. They have feeder roots fairly close to

the surface of the soil. A protective mulch layer helps to keep them cool in

the hot summer and also conserves moisture. See HortiCULTURE sheet //8 for

more ideas on mulching.

PRUNING
Pruning roses for best flower production is one of the most frequently asked

questions about roses. In the mild climate of Southern California, pruning

is very easy. It is best done in February when the roses are at their most

dormant stage. Prune away any dead branches or twigs. Weak or spindly

looking stems should be removed with cuts made just above plump, healthy,

outward facing buds. Stems smaller than a pencil in diameter should be

removed. This results in a vase-shaped plant that is open in the center so

that air and light can circulate freely throughout the plant. Also remove

any growth that originates below the bud union of the rose. Last of all,

head back the remaining canes by one third. Any cuts that are larger than

pencil size may be sealed with an asphalt pruning compound (available at nur-

series and garden centers). Remove wilted flowers by cutting long stems.

This will encourage more flowers and keep the plant shaped.

For climbing roses, leave most of the long canes and cut back only the second-

ary branches, leaving 2 or 3 buds on each. When old canes show a decline in

flower production, they should be removed completely and new ones allowed to

grow in their place.

New varieties of roses are introduced by the growers each winter. Outstanding
new introductions are given an award called the All-America Rose Selections or

A.A.R.S. by the American Rose Society each year since 1940. At Descanso Gardens
all of the roses given this award are planted and growing in an All America
Winner rose garden along with other named varieties. Adjacent to the award
winning rose garden is a unique History of Roses garden tracing the evolution
of our modern rose. Here the old fashion roses, many semi-vining, are pruned
each year and vines pinned to obtain the desired flowers.

Homeowners confused with the many varieties of roses can observe the growing
and flowering characteristics of roses to select for their own garden in the
modern and History of Roses garden at Descanso Gardens. Flowers are in bloom
from spring through fall. An annual pruning demonstration is held at Descanso
Gardens during the month of January where information may be obtained on cul-
tural problems as well as pruning.


